Profiles in Health and Healing

Two Men,
Two Cities, & One South
Seas Healing Treasure
A TALE OF

Two very different men discover
they have something in common:
the amazing pain-relieving benefits
of noni fruit leather.

Steve Frailey at the Hawaiian Health
Ohana certified organic noni farm

was diagnosed with
degenerative arthritis of
my spine,” said Rob
McDaniel of Auburn, California.
McDaniel worked at McClellan Air Force Base, which operated as a way station for planes,
parts, and supplies from 1935 to
2001 seven miles outside Sacramento, sorting and recycling military metal. He did a lot of lifting
and operated forklifts and other
heavy machinery.
The physically demanding
work took its toll, and McDaniel
retired with job-related spine
pain—so much so that even ordinary things he used to do around
his home, like watering the garden and performing typical maintenance repairs, were painful.
The painkillers his doctor prescribed had side effects, but he
wasn’t really big on alternative
medicine for exploring other
pain-relieving solutions. However, he did want to go to
Hawaii upon retirement where
he happened to find his pearl of
pain relief.
He wasn’t expecting to find his answer on the
Garden Island of Kauai on a bus tour, but it just so
happened that one of the increasingly popular
stops on Kauai is the bustling Hawaiian Health
Ohana certified organic noni farm. There, they
make two amazing uses of noni, as a potent antioxidant and pain-relieving fruit leather, and in a lotion
that a lot of people like Rob McDaniel say is better
than any other pain reliever they’ve ever used.
“People love stopping over and we’ve become
a big hit on the tourism circuit,” says Steve Frailey,
Hawaii’s most articulate and well-informed noni
ambassador. Of course, throughout the South
Seas, the whole fruit of the noni is traditionally
used, and only Hawaiian Health Ohana produces
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the whole non-fermented fruit in a very delicious
and raw leather, which preserves the antioxidant
and phytochemical richness of the whole fruit. This
is actually what medical doctors from the University of Hawaii say offers pain-relieving benefits
(most juices are fermented or blended and have
reduced activity and potency).
“People who stop always have aches and pains,
so I share our lotions and fruit leather with them—the
results are so fast, people are amazed,” says Steve
enthusiastically.
Rich in scopoletin, a rare pain-killing phytochemical, noni fruit leather also supports immune
health and demonstrably improves the well-being
of cancer patients. Indeed, the pain-relieving benefits of this unique fruit leather are thought to be the
most potent of all types of noni since it includes all
of the traditionally consumed portions of the fruit
known to be richest in scopoletin.
Now home from Hawaii, McDaniel won’t go a
day without eating a two-by-two-inch square of the
noni leather, which provides him with immediate
pain relief.
McDaniel says that, “Without noni, most days, I
wouldn’t be able to get out of bed. Plus, there are
no side effects. In my book, it’s a superfood. The
pain is to the point where I can control it and I am
good to go. I do a lot of computer stuff. I take care
of my yard. I am able to do all of the things I want
to do without the pain. The noni seems to allow me
to get up and move around.
“I would recommend it to people, and I have
recommended it to my friends. My wife works as a
cook in the school district and is on her feet constantly. She was skeptical, but she began using the
noni lotion and told me it really helped relieve pain.”

ANOTHER NONI MIRACLE
Ed Marcus had no idea noni was about to come
into his life, either. Marcus is a remarkable man. He
is from Cleveland, Ohio. He went to Howard University and majored in psychology until his senior
year when war came to America. He served in the
Marines in Korea from 1949 to 1953 and later in the
Peace Corps and Job Corps in destinations such
as Zimbabwe, Kenya, Gambia, Uganda and Tanzania. A great American who is now 78, Marcus was
experiencing decreased appetite, low energy, frequent nighttime trips to the bathroom, and aftereffects of a stroke. His cousin Joyce, who was in
the health field, had learned about noni fruit leather
herself from an earlier article in The Doctors’ Pre-

scription for Healthy Living, and she called up Marcus and told him he should try some. So Marcus
called the folks in Hawaii and ordered it. Noni
changed his life.
“I was almost a couch potato. Now I get up
and take walks that I hadn’t been doing before. I
have noticed my appetite has changed, and my
taste for food has returned. I was urinating 25 to 30
times a night; my PSA was so high. Now I get up
maybe three or four times a night. That’s pretty
amazing. I am so grateful to my cousin Joyce. If not
for her I would never have known about noni.”

THE SCOPOLETIN SECRET
Neither of these great American men knows the
other. But what they had in common was that the
typical prescription medications doctors so often
prescribe were not able to safely deliver them pain
relief and health. Scopoletin has an impressive
array of studies that support its use for pain relief.
Scopoletin plays “an important role” for reducing
pain sensation say researchers in the July 2008

issue of Basic Clinical Pharmacology and Toxicology. Noni fruit leather is one of the richest sources
of scopoletin but doesn’t have any drug side
effects. In fact it is actually a food, a superfood.
“It’s funny, instead of taking a pill a day, I take a
square of noni a day and it’s just amazing,” says
McDaniel. “I believe in this stuff.”

THE DOCTORS’ PRESCRIPTION
If you’re in pain, the benefits of noni are almost
immediate.
Besides being eaten, the versatile fruit leather
can be moistened and applied directly to the skin,
with the same benefits of lotion. But most people
prefer to have both the fruit leather and lotion.
After all, when consumed, noni has additional
benefits such as immune support, maintaining
healthy blood sugar and blood pressure, and, of
course, relieving pain. But the lotion provides
extremely quick relief, too. Two men, two different
lives. One common denominator: the pain relieving
■
benefits of daily noni.

Resources
If you want to try original or
IcyHeat Lavender Noni Lotion or
the original or banana-flavored
fruit leather, the Hawaiian Health
Ohana cer tified organic products
are available at health food
stores nationwide. Visit
www.nonifruitleather.net, email
them at mail@nonifruitleather.net,
or call 888-882-NONI (1-888882-6664).

From the magic island of Kauai comes
this potent curative aid, made from
the organic fruit of the Noni tree.
Many uses for Noni have been known
to Polynesian cultures for thousands of
years, and it was a principal medicine
for their far-voyaging Canoe people,
spreading Noni throughout the Pacific.

and processed at very low temperatures.

Only recently encountered by the rest
of the world, Noni has already been
traditionally employed for many internal and external uses.

NONI FRUIT LEATHER is
100%, nothing but raw organic
non-fermented dried Noni. Our
LAVENDER NONI LOTION is
composed of 99.2% NONI FRUIT
LEATHER in a form prepared for
the external uses of Noni.

In order to preserve the healing
qualities, we have created NONI
FRUIT LEATHER and LAVENDER NONI LOTION, made from
the pulp of organically grown fruit

NONI FRUIT LEATHER and
LAVENDER NONI LOTION make
ideal first-aid kits for home, car,
purse, pocket or pack, and need no
refrigeration.

We are located on Kauai, the Garden Island

HAWAIIAN HEALTH OHANA
Anahola, Hawaii 96703
To learn more about the benefits
of noni fruit leather and lotion
visit www.nonifruitleather.net
or call us for more information.

808-828-1123
Available at fine health food stores nationwide.

